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Translation
feature
The Translation feature enables any organisation to
conduct sessions in more than one language. It allows
Translators to access a speciﬁc interface that facilitates
the input of the original audio and the output of the
translated audio by selecting the transmission channel.

Guide Objectives
1. Learn how to set-up sessions enabling the
Translation feature.
2. Learn the implications of each setting of the
Translation set-up.
3. Learn how the Translator can access a session and
operates within the room.
4. Learn how other room members see the interface
during a session with Translation activated.

Session Creation

Translation
Set-up

To create a session with Translation tick the
Multi-Language checkbox and follow the steps below:
1. Select the session languages
Select the language in which the Presenter will speak
from the Main language menu, and select the
language in which the session will be translated from
the Secondary language menu.
2. Activate the Translation in room
Tick the Translation in Room checkbox to hear the
Translation audio in the physical room.
3. Add Translators
Complete the Translator name and email. One or
more Translators can be added to the same session.

Session
Recording
RECORDINGS GENERATED

When Record Session is checked, the recording will be
automatically generated in the languages selected in the
Translation set-up and both ﬁles will be added as a
resource tile to the room minutes after the session ﬁnishes.
The recordings generated will be available in the Accounts
Portal, (Session view), once the session has ﬁnished.
SESSION VIEW (PAST SESSION)

Session
Notiﬁcation
SESSION DETAILS

When Notify all Participant by email is checked, all
the users will receive an email once the session is created.
This notiﬁcation contains the access link and the session
details including the information about the main and
secondary languages selected during the session creation
process.
NOTE

Access as a Translator is only available when a session
is in progress. If the Translator tries to access the room
without a session in progress or a session in which the
Translator is not assigned, the system will automatically
redirect them to Participant only access.
PARTICIPANT NOTIFICATION

Session in Progress

Translator view
USER INTERFACE

CHAT CHANNELS
MUTE/UNMUTE MICROPHONE
TRANSMISSION CHANNELS

When a Translator joins a session, they will hear both
audio channels from the room. By clicking on the
selected language in the transmission channel they can
activate the audio output.
Chat Channels
When more than one Translator is attending a session the
translators can communicate between each other privately
in the Translator Chat.
If the organisation has enabled the Assistant feature, a
new bi-directional chat channel will be available between
the Translator(s) and the session Assistant.

Other views
LANGUAGE SELECTOR

When other user roles such as Participants, Remote
Presenters or Assistants join a session with Translation
activated, the default language will be the original audio
from the room. The users will have the choice to listen to
the Translation audio by selecting the secondary language
in the Language Selector.
NOTE

When a user speaks during a session with Translation, the
audio is transmitted in the language channel that has been
selected.

Other views
ONLINE PEOPLE PANEL

By clicking on the Online People number during the
session all the users can see the following information
related to the Translation:
●
●
●
●

If the session has the Translation enabled
The Translator name
The connection status of the Translator
If the Translator is talking

ONLINE

OFFLINE

Other views
PHYSICAL ROOM

LANGUAGE INDICATOR

During a session with Translation the Presenter can see
the language selected by the Participant when:
● The Participant clicks on the Raise Hand button
● The Participant is speaking

Other views
TRANSLATION NOTIFICATIONS

VIDEOWALL NOTIFICATION
PARTICIPANTS VIEW NOTIFICATION

During a session with Translation, all users will be
notiﬁed that Translation is not available when:
● The Translator has not yet connected
● The Translator is muted (by clicking on the
microphone button)
● The Translator leaves the room, refreshes the
browser, or loses connection
Furthermore, when Translation is not available, the
language selector will be disabled and the users will
only hear the original Presenter audio broadcast.
NOTE

If the Translator mutes themselves from a headset, the
system will not detect it and users will not be notiﬁed.

If you require further assistance or information

Contact us
support@syncrtc.com

Visit our Help Portal
https://help.mashme.io/

